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WELCOME
TO ON-CHAIN 

DYNAMICS 

Step into a transformative era of crypto trading with the 

comprehensive tools offered by On-Chain Dynamics. Our advanced 

suite of trading bots isn’t just feature-rich—it’s designed to 

redefine trading standards. Whether you’re a crypto novice or a 

seasoned veteran, On-Chain Dynamics aims to elevate your trading 

potential and set new benchmarks for your profit goals.
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SNIPER BOT ALGORITHMIC TR ADING

FL ASHSWAP ARBITR AGE MEV BOT

COPY TR ADING TELEGR AM & DISCORD BOTS

A trading algorithm designed to quickly 
execute trades at specific conditions, 
capitalizing on fleeting market opportunities

The automated execution of trades based on pre-
defined criteria and strategies using computer and 
AI algorithms

Strategy that leverages instant borrowing in 
DeFi protocols to exploit price discrepancies 
between assets across different platforms 
without initial capital

Identifies and capitalizes on profitable on-chain 
opportunities by leveraging the ability to reorder 
or censor transactions within a block

Copy trading is a strategy where investors 
automatically replicate the trades of 
experienced and successful traders in real-time

Automated scripts on messaging platforms 
to execute trades based on signals or specific 
conditions communicated within these channels

OCD TRADING TOOLS
Cutting-Edge Tools and Capabilities
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FEATURES & OPTIONS
Currently Available

CONTR ACT AUDITMEMPOOL SC ANNER

LIVE DASHBOARDPROFIT SELLING

Our contract audit can prevent you from 
most honeypots and scam tokens to 
protect your investments

Scans the mempool for transactions 
and snipes your desired token in a 

few milliseconds

Integrated realtime tracking to keep 
up to date on your current trades

Immediately sell tokens after X 
amount of profit is made

INTEGR ATED CHARTS
View realtime charts so you can track 

your profits in our intuitive UI

STOP LOSS PROTECTION
Safeguard your investments by setting 
a threshold for automatic selling if 
losses reach a certain level

ANTI MEV SOLUTIONS
Shield your trades with private 
transactions and front run protection 

ON-CHAIN SWAP
High speed swaps processed directly 
on the blockchain, ensuring security 

and transparency
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FEATURES & OPTIONS

TOKEN TAX PROTECTIONBALANCE CHECKING

LIQUIDITY VALUE CHECKERSNIPE ANY CONTRACT METHOD ID

ADD YOUR OWN PRIVATE NODEMULTI-WALLET SUPPORT

CUSTOM SLIPPAGE AND GWEIINSTANT SELL

Our tax guard allows you to set limits and protect 
yourself against high tax/scam tokens

Instantly view your wallet balances using our user 
friendly interface to stay informed

Our bots will only place buy orders if the value of 
added liquidity meets your requirements

Select a MethodID from the contract and listen to 
the mempool (pending transactions)

Personalize your trading environment by adding 
custom https and wss providers

Add multiple wallets to expand your capabilities 
and maximize trading opportunities

Set custom slippage and gas price values 
independently for fine-tuned strategies

Take control of your trades by executing an 
instant sell whenever you want
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SC ALING TO NEW HEIGHTS

ACCELER ATING GROW TH & ADOPTION

L AYING THE FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS

Premium Platform features

Increase Active User Base

Rewards and Token Staking

Token Launch and Community Growth

Post-Launch Marketing Strategies

Partnerships and Collaborations

Building the Foundation

Ensuring Security and Transparency

Creating User Adoption and Awareness

OUR
ROADMAP
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REVENUE SHARING

50% revenue sharing; all holders 
with 0.25% or more of the $OCD 
token in the wallet receive 50% 

revenue from the bots combined

Referral system; 50% of fees go 
to any referral and referee, split 

dynamically 

10% discounts on the platform 
trading tools in return for owning 

.25% of tokens
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MARKET OVERVIEW

UNIBOT

148 MM

25 MM

7 MM

2 MM

MEVFREE

LOOTBOT

WAGIEBOT

Provides users real-time market updates and 
streamlined trading strategies

Comprehensive suite of tools aimed at maxi-
mizing trade value of DEX environments

Automates on-chain interactions and acts as 
a streamline frontend for hundreds of chains

Excel in trading, sniping, and other DeFi activ-
ities directly through your apps

Target Market Analysis
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TOKENOMICS

Private
Sale

Seed
Investor

10%

10% 10% 10%

10% 10%

CEX, Rewards 
& Marketing

Team
Allocation

Liquidity
Pools

Public
Presale

Locked and Vested

Locked

Locked and Vested

LONG TERM TAXES - 0% ON BUYS, 0% ON SELLS
Taxes cannot be set above 10% in the contract

40%

Trading Tool 
Rewards

Locked and Vested
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TOTAL SUPPLY: 1 BILLION TOKENS - PRIVATE SALE PRICE: $0.001



SOME UPCOMING FEATURES...

0201

0403

BUY AND SELL ORDERSWATCH LIST 

PREMIUM ACCESSREVENUE SHARING

Buy low, and sell high.  Execute your 
strategy with precision and trade like 
the pros

Use the Watchlist to easily track token 
performance and activity, without 

needing to hold the token

Access to OCDs private telegram of 
alpha hunters and special features

Our system will alow holders to claim 
passive income from our bots’ revenue

Functionalities in the Pipeline with More to Come!
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THANK YOU
Twitter: https://twitter.com/OnChainDynamics

Telegram: https://t.me/+WanZ0oFYTmE2ZWUx

Website: https://www.onchaindynamics.io

Our private sale is by invitation, please fill out the form to join our private round!

https://on-chain-dynamics.typeform.com/to/DRooEArG


